Objective Secondary use of clinical text is impeded by a lack of highly effective, low-cost de-identification methods. Both, manual and automated methods for removing protected health information, are known to leave behind residual identifiers. The authors propose a novel approach for addressing the residual identifier problem based on the theory of Hiding In Plain Sight (HIPS). Materials and Methods HIPS relies on obfuscation to conceal residual identifiers. According to this theory, replacing the detected identifiers with realistic but synthetic surrogates should collectively render the few 'leaked' identifiers difficult to distinguish from the synthetic surrogates. The authors conducted a pilot study to test this theory on clinical narrative, de-identified by an automated system. Test corpora included 31 oncology and 50 family practice progress notes read by two trained chart abstractors and an informaticist.
INTRODUCTION
A significant quantity of information about a patient's health, diagnosis, and treatment status is documented only in clinical narratives, such as progress notes, hospital discharge summaries, and radiology reports. 1 The unstructured data in these reports are rich in description and invaluable to a growing variety of activities, ranging from public health 2e4 to biomedical research investigations.
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At the same time, there is a need to make such information available on a broader scale to further the development of next-generation natural language processing and biomedical data mining systems. 8 9 However, the presence of identifying information in such documents constrains their use and dissemination. This limitation is rooted in the threat to privacy, as laid out in the Privacy Rule of the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which regulates the dissemination of protected health information (PHI). 10 The Privacy Rule permits dissemination of patient data, including clinical text, when it is 'de-identified', and provides several methods for rendering health records into such a state. One such method is Safe Harbor, which corresponds to the removal of 18 types of potential identifiers. 10 Various automated de-identification systems have been developed to satisfy this Rule in the context of unstructured narratives which are available as commercial, 11 as well as free open-source systems. 12 13 These systems decompose de-identification into two steps: first, they use rule-based and/or statistical algorithms to identify PHI; and second, they replace identified PHI with surrogates, which may be symbols, 'scrambled' strings of characters similar to those in the original PHI, or fictitious surrogates. 14 15 Sweeny replaced proper names with fabricated names that resembled, but did not exactly match, any known name (eg, the fabricated female first name 'Kathel').
14 The best automated and manual de-identification systems have produced comparable results, achieving recall rates (defined as the number of identifiers detected divided by the total number of identifiers in the reference standard) in the 94e98% range. Performance varies by PHI type and document type. For example, Gardner and colleagues reported recall rates of 100%, 98.8%, and 96.3% for dates, medical record numbers, and ages, respectively, in pathology reports 23 ; and Friedlin and McDonald reported recall rates of 98.4% and 95.7%, overall, for all identifier types in pathology reports and narrative reports, respectively. 24 To date, automated approaches have not been widely adopted, and many organizations tend to rely upon manual de-identification strategies instead. In a survey of Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) conducted by us, only two out of eight respondents said that their IRB relied solely on automated de-identification methods (online appendix A, question 3); the reasons given for using manual de-identification included effectiveness, ease of explanation, and ease of implementation (online appendix A, question 6). However, manual approaches are costly, do not scale to large corpora, and may in fact be less accurate than automated systems.
20e22 Consequently, clinical text tends to be made available in limited quantities, for specific projects, and at considerable expense. This results in missed opportunities for multisite collaborations, such as large-scale population-based studies, and impedes development of robust clinical natural language-processing methods, which require training and testing corpora from multiple institutions. 1 Overcoming barriers to more widespread secondary use of clinical text requires scalable, cost-effective solutions to remove PHI. In particular, it requires addressing the 'residual identifier problem': current de-identification processesdwhether manual or automateddwill fail to redact some (small) proportion of identifiers, leaving 'residual' (unredacted) identifiers in place, thereby placing patient privacy at risk. Data use agreements, which provide safeguards against re-identification or other misuse of shared text, do not supplant the need for effective de-identification; even limited data use agreements require de-identification of direct patient identifiers. Given the inherent richness of many clinical notes, we believe it is unlikely that any method of removing personal identifiers, automated or manual, can consistently achieve 100% recall. Assuming some degree of residual identifiers will always be present, we believe scalable solutions will achieve greater efficacy by rendering residual identifiers less risky, rather than trying to eliminate them entirely.
De-identification systems that replace detected identifiers with arbitrary symbols assure that 100% of residual identifiers will be clearly evidentdsimply because they are the only unaltered identifiers present. It has been proposed that this shortcoming may be addressed via the theory of Hiding In Plain Sight (HIPS), 25 which is based on the principle of obfuscation.
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Obfuscation entails hiding the true meaning of something by making it ambiguous, confusing, or otherwise difficult to interpret. According to the theory of HIPS, replacing detected identifiers with realistic-looking but fictitious synthetic surrogates (eg, names and phone numbers that appear to be real, but which are not) may effectively obfuscate any residual or 'leaked' identifiers that remain in the text; 'leaked' PHI that is indistinguishable from synthetic surrogates presents a minimal threat to privacy. The novelty of the HIPS approach is that it attempts to improve de-identification, not by improving a system's recall rate, but rather by accepting imperfect recall as a given, and using obfuscation to address the residual identifier problem. This shortcoming of traditional redaction approaches and the potential advantages of HIPS are illustrated in figure 1 . We hypothesize that if the vast majority of PHI identified by existing high-performing systems is replaced with realistic surrogates, those surrogates will, collectively, protect the relatively small number of residual identifiers left behind from being recognized by recipients of the data. The goal of this paper is to report on a pilot study to assess the capacity of a specific implementation of HIPS to conceal from human readers any residual identifiers in actual clinical narratives de-identified by an automated system. In preparation for this study, we presented the HIPS concept to IRB managers to obtain their views on its viability as a de-identification strategy. Managers responding to a brief survey (online supplement, appendix A) indicated that HIPS may be an acceptable approach for automating de-identification of a clinical text if proven effective by rigorous evaluation.
METHODS

Materials
Clinical document corpora
Two sets of clinical documents were used in these experiments; one containing a high density of identifiers, and the other an average density. The high-density corpus consisted of progress notes from 131 first-time oncology department encounters for randomly selected Group Health patients with pathologically confirmed primary breast cancers in 2008. Such notes typically contain numerous identifiers, as the oncologist documents the new patient's personal and health history. We also included the corresponding pathology report. The average-density corpus consisted of 150 randomly selected progress notes from Group Health family practice encounters in 2011. To increase the proportion of notes of average length, we oversampled notes with 400e500 words. The resulting 175-note corpus represented 175 unique patients.
The reference standard for all documents used in our experiments was created manually. Any of 18 types of HIPAA identifiers, 10 as well as practitioner and institution names, were manually annotated following written annotation guidelines (see online appendix B). Practitioner and institution names were included because some require their removal for external data sharing. Documents were reviewed in batches of at least five documents. Multiple abstractors reviewed each batch successively and independently. Each abstractor reviewed a batch one time only. A batch of documents was considered de-identified when two successive reviewers found no new instances of identifiers in any of its documents. Calculating inter-annotator agreement was not possible because each abstractor in the series (except the last two) reviewed different versions of the documents. 
Automated natural language de-identification
A priori, we surmised that a reasonable test of the obfuscation efficacy of the HIPS approach would require using a real-world automated de-identification system that replaced at least half the identifiers with surrogates (ie, recall $0.5), in a corpus large enough to contain at least 10 instances of residual identifiers of each type being investigated (eg, patient names, dates, phone numbers). This would, we believe, ensure ample opportunity for HIPS surrogates to have an obfuscation effect, and would enable calculation of detection rates with reasonable precision. However, given the low frequency of naturally occurring identifiers in actual clinical text, and given that high-performing deidentification systems have residual PHI exposure rates in the 2e6% range (ie, recall of 94e98%), 17 27 it was not feasible for us to conduct these pilot experiments at reasonable cost under completely natural conditions. A completely natural experiment would require test corpora containing 170e>3000 documents, respectively, for detection testing of patient names and phone numbers (assuming use of a de-identification system with 95% recall, and identifier frequencies comparable with those in the present test corpora). An additional 300e400 documents would be needed to train the de-identification models, according to our prior work. 12 18 To enable pilot testing of the HIPS approach at reasonable expense, we opted to create test corpora with artificially inflated quantities of residual identifiers. We did this by undertraining an otherwise high-performing automated de-identification system. Specifically, we used training sets that were too small (<100 documents) and of mismatched document type, thereby yielding residual rates several times higher than those expected with a properly trained system. We implemented this approach using the MITRE Identification Scrubber Toolkit (MIST) version 1.2. 12 MIST incorporates an identifier prediction engine based on a machine-learning framework that learns from manually annotated training documents (a training set) to detect identifiers in new documents (a test set). An earlier version of MIST was the highest-performing automated system in the Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) de-identification challenge, achieving recall (defined above) and precision (defined as the number of correctly predicted identifiers divided by the number of predictions) of 0.96e0.98 and 0.98e0.99, respectively. 17 27 The version of MIST used in these experiments (version 1.2) differs from the earlier version by omitting some features that were derived from regular expressions specifically tailored to the i2b2 de-identification dataset. We experimented training MIST with corpora of various sizes (60e100 documents) and document compositiondoncology notes, family practice notes, pathology reports, and mixtures thereof. Despite several attempts, we were unable to produce deidentification models that achieved desired levels of recall and residual counts for all types of identifiers. For example, models that met our minimum criteria for patient names, either underperformed or overperformed for other identifier types. Since patient names present the greatest risk of disclosure, 20 we therefore selected de-identification models that allowed us to evaluate HIPS' ability to conceal (1) the most commonly occurring PHI types in the high-PHI-density corpus, and (2) patient names and dates, which were among the most sensitive PHI types found in our average-density clinical corpus.
For the high-density identifier experiment, we trained MIST on a randomly selected set of 100 oncology notes. The remaining 31 notes were used as the test set. The types and quantities of identifiers are summarized in table 1.
For the average-density identifier experiment, we trained MIST on a randomly selected set of 90 documents which included 30 oncology notes, 30 family practice notes, and 30 pathology reports. We randomly selected 50 of the remaining family practice notes to use as the test set. As shown in table 2, this corpus contained 343 HIPAA identifiers and 116 other identifiers, but only patient names and dates met the criteria for reasonable HIPS evaluation.
Generating HIPS surrogates
HIPS surrogates were generated in both corpora using MIST's built-in 'clear-to-clear' redaction option without modification (details are in online supplement appendix C). Briefly, clear-toclear redaction replaces tagged identifiers with system-generated fictitious content that resembles real identifiers. For example, a patient's name, such as 'Ms. Holli Larsen' may be replaced with the name 'Ms. Roxanne Sutherland', and an encounter date of '29 July 2010' may be replaced with a surrogate of '8 August 2010' based on a randomly generated date offset applied consistently throughout the document. Proper name formatting is preserved as much as possible, including use of honorifics (eg, Ms., Dr.), middle initials, and capitalization. Name surrogates are drawn from the public US Bureau of the Census name files,
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matching on first-name gender for gender-specific names, and gender-ambiguous names otherwise. Location information is replaced using a strategy that identifies the components of location (street address, city, state, zip) and generates consistent replacements. A built-in option accepts user-supplied lists of institution names (such as healthcare facilities), from which MIST randomly selects its surrogates. Accordingly, we supplied a list of the top 200 local institution names referenced in Group Health external claims. Date surrogate generation applies random offsets to all dates, and accommodates many date formats. Surrogates for numeric and alphanumeric identifiers, such as accession, medical record, and phone numbers are created by randomly replacing some parts of the identifier (eg, the last four digits of a phone number) preserving the original format.
Experimental design Human detection experiments
Two human detection experiments were conducted with the approval of the Group Health IRB. One experiment involved a corpus of high-density identifiers, and the other a corpus of average-density identifiers. Paper copies of the sets of documents were reviewed independently by two reviewers. Reviewers read each note twice. In the first reading, they marked all identifiers regardless of whether they thought they were real or surrogates.
In the second reading, they considered each marked instance and selected those they predicted were actual residual identifiers, and recorded the reasoning supporting their predictions. One of the authors (DC) then compared each prediction with the reference standard and tallied correct and incorrect predictions by reviewer and by identifier type. Three reviewers participated in the experiments. Reviewers #1 and #2 were trained chart abstractors with 4 and 3 years experience, respectively. Reviewer #3 was an informaticist familiar with natural language processing and automated deidentification methods. Reviewers #1 and #2 participated in the high-density experiment; reviewers #1 and #3 participated in the average-density experiment.
We hypothesized that the reviewers would be unable to distinguish residual (leaked) identifiers from HIPS surrogates in the experimental corpora. Specifically, we hypothesized the reviewers' recall for detecting residual PHI would approach zero, and that the precision of their guesses (individually and combined) would be less than the precision expected by chance.
Evaluation
The numbers of correct and incorrect predictions by each reviewer were used to calculate recall (equation 1) and precision (equation 2), by abstractor and by identifier type:
Recall ¼ ðcorrectly predicted residual identifiersÞ= ðall residual identifiersÞ (1)
We also calculated the joint performance of both abstractors combined, using the union of their independent predictions (unduplicated). To serve as a baseline against which to evaluate the accuracy of the reviewers' predictions, we calculated the rate of precision expected by chance (equation 3):
If the precision of a reviewer's predictions exceeded the precision expected by chance, we considered this evidence that the reviewer was successful in detecting residual identifiers.
RESULTS
High-density experiment
Results of the high-density detection experiment are shown in table 3; there were a total of 47 instances of residual PHI (Table 3 , column C). Together, the two reviewers predicted there were 69 instances of residual identifiers in the corpus. Six of the 69 predictions were correct, for a recall rate of 0.13 (table 3 column O). Eighty-seven per cent of residual identifiers were not detected by either reviewer. The overall precision was 0.09, which was less than the precision expected by chance of 0.15 (table 3 column P). *A suboptimal training set was used to degrade system recall, thereby increasing residual PHI for experimental purposes. yCriteria for inclusion in the detection experiment were system recall (col. D) $ w0.5 and N residual instances (col. E) $ w10.
The efficacy of HIPS varied according to PHI type. While reviewers were unable to detect residual dates or ages with precision greater than expected by chance, they correctly guessed 4 of 12 patient names, with a precision of 0.33 compared with the expected precision of 0.17. All four detected names (two first names and two first and last names) were family members of the same patient, mentioned in the Social History section of a progress note that also indicated the family had emigrated from Africa. Contextual information in the document suggested the patient and family members had African names. However, the patient's first and last names had been replaced with European surrogates. The reviewer correctly reasoned that the inconsistency between European and African names was caused by incomplete de-identification. The same reviewer also correctly predicted one of two residual phone numbers.
Reviewers predicted other (non-HIPAA) identifiers with mixed success. They were unable to predict organization names with precision (0.70) greater than that expected by chance (0.74). The corresponding recall rate of 0.35 indicates nearly two-thirds of residual organization names were not detected. However, the two reviewers correctly identified seven of nine residual practitioner names (out of 12 predictions) achieving a precision of 0.58, which greatly exceeded the expected precision of 0.11. Reasons given for all correctly identified practitioner names were the same: the names matched those of actual practitioners with whom the reviewers were familiar, based on extensive chart abstraction experience. The same reason was given, however, for one erroneous prediction.
There were substantial differences between Reviewer #1 and Reviewer #2 in the number of predictions issued. Reviewer #1 made 7 and 13 predictions among HIPAA and other identifiers, respectively, compared with 69 and 22 predictions made by Reviewer #2. Recall and precision rates were similar across the two reviewers, though our sample size was too small to perform a statistical test for differences between reviewers.
Average-density experiment
Results of the average-density detection experiment are shown in table 4. Together, the two reviewers predicted that 14 identifiers were residual, with six correct predictions out of 66 possible, yielding a recall rate of 0.09 (table 4 column O). Ninetyone per cent of residual identifiers were not detected. The overall precision of reviewers' predictions was 0.43. This was higher than the overall precision of 0.23 expected by chance (table 4 column D), and failed to confirm our hypothesis, an issue we address in the Discussion section.
Results varied by reviewer. Reviewer #3 issued more predictions and with greater precision than Reviewer #1. Reviewer #3 correctly predicted patient names with a precision of 0.80, which was well above the rate expected by chance (0.54), indicating imperfect but real disclosure. Reviewer #1 correctly predicted one of two patient names with a precision of 0.50, which was approximately equal to the expected precision. Two of the detected names appeared as salutations in letters to yDefined as the number of residual PHI instances (col. C) divided by the total number of PHI instances (col. B).
patients that had been copied into the progress notes. MIST replaced patient names elsewhere in the notes, but not in the letter text. Reviewer #3 correctly predicted that both salutations contained residual names, and Reviewer #1 correctly predicted one of them. The third name correctly predicted was the first name of a person mentioned in an emergency room transcript that had been pasted into a progress note. The progress note containing the fourth correctly predicted name was for a patient with East Indian first and last names. The note mentioned that the patient was East Indian. MIST replaced the patient's last name with a European-sounding surrogate, but did not replace the first name, which the reviewer correctly reasoned was residual. Two dates were correctly predicted by Reviewer #3, achieving a precision of 0.25, which was above the 0.15 rate expected by chance. One of the dates was an historical reference to a clinical event in 'Sep 2010'. The reviewer assumed MIST could not produce a date in this format. This assumption was false, but the prediction was correct in this instance. Elsewhere, MIST generated date surrogates using this same format, four instances of which Reviewer #3 incorrectly predicted were residual. In two other incorrect date predictions, irregular formatting was reported as the (faulty) reasoning. The other correct date prediction involved a reference to a future event on '6 March 2011', which was not redacted in a progress note for a February encounter. Elsewhere in this progress note, MIST used a randomly generated offset of +91 days to replace two mentions of the encounter date with the surrogate '15 May 2011'. The May surrogates rendered illogical the reference to March as a future date, which Reviewer #3 correctly reasoned was residual.
DISCUSSION
Summary of findings
While this pilot study is too small to provide definitive evidence, its findings suggest that our hypothesis about the efficacy of the HIPS approach merits more thorough evaluation. In clinical text de-identified using a simple implementation of HIPS, 87e91% of residual identifiers were successfully concealed from human readers charged with finding them. If this efficacy rate is generalizable to high-performing de-identification systems achieving recall rates of 94e98%, and in larger corpora of more diverse clinical and institutional origin, HIPS could increase the effective de-identification rates of such systems to levels above 99%. For example, if a de-identification system replaced 95% of identifiers with surrogates and left 5% exposed, and if HIPS surrogates concealed 90% of the residual identifiers, then the effective de-identification rate would be 0.95+(0.053(0.90)) or 99.5%. Further, had our reviewers been attackers intent on re-identifying patients, their attack would have been hobbled by the fact that 90% of the clues they might have used to deduce patient identity were misleading. HIPS may thus enhance privacy by raising the cost of re-identification relative to traditional redaction approaches.
These experiments suggest that the efficacy of HIPS surrogates depends, in part, on contextual information, which includes content found elsewhere in a document and a reader 's prior knowledge of the institutional setting from which a document comes. Contextual clues may help distinguish synthetic names from 'leaked' names, as illustrated in our experiments by person names with discordant national origins. Similarly, a reader 's familiarity with a corpus' institutional setting may make it more challenging to devise effective surrogates for 'leaked' practitioner names (also illustrated in our experiments). It is thus important to consider both, the audience and the purpose, for which a corpus is being de-identified. Different surrogate generation strategies may be required for different audiences (eg, practitioners, informaticists, internal vs external readers) and purposes (eg, concealing whether patients were treated at a particular institution vs concealing patients' individual health conditions). HIPS may be most robust in external settings where detailed knowledge of the healthcare system producing the documents is limited.
Limitations
We wish to highlight several limitations of this pilot study, which can serve as guideposts for extension. First, the experimental setting was highly specialized and underpowered. The evaluation, for instance, was limited to small samples of one type of text (progress notes) from two medical specialties. Additional, larger-scale investigations are needed, applying highperforming de-identification methods to multiple note types, to determine whether residual identifiers can be effectively concealed by the HIPS approach. Such residual identifiers are likely not to be random, and may have characteristics that make concealing them more challenging. Moreover, our reviewers were local personnel and did not address all types of potential users. We believe such deficiencies can be addressed by replicating our study on naturally occurring clinical text from multiple institutions in a larger-scale experiment with other types of readers.
Second, our experiments relied on the same de-identification system to create test corpora. Other systems, manual and automated, may produce different results.
Third, we did not subject HIPS to machine-based detection attacks. It is possible that statistical approaches could be used to distinguish surrogates from residual identifiers at rates different from those detected by humans.
Next steps
While our experimental results are encouraging, they also suggest areas where further improvements are needed. One potential improvement would entail accounting for the national origins of person names when generating surrogates. Another strategy that may enhance obfuscation efficacy is to introduce natural-appearing spelling or formatting errors. This is based on the observation that the reviewers leveraged formatting clues to help them detect some residual dates.
We also acknowledge that these experiments did not provide an adequate evaluation of HIPS' efficacy for concealing phone numbers, addresses, medical record numbers, account numbers, and other ID numbers of which there were 22 in the highdensity experiment (column F in tables 1 and 2). However, had traditional redaction methods been applied, all 22 of the residual identifiers would have been disclosed. Rigorous evaluation of HIPS' efficacy for these identifier types remains to be done. However, because automated systems can generally detect such identifiers with high recall, and because surrogate generation for alphanumeric strings is generally straightforward, we expect HIPS to perform well in this area.
An issue we did not address experimentally, but which should be explored in future research, is the importance of tailoring surrogate generation techniques to specific de-identification objectives. Devising surrogate practitioner names is illustrative. Choosing surrogates from the universe of local practitioner names may be effective if the de-identification goal is to conceal the fact that a particular doctor is associated with a particular episode of care. On the other hand, if the de-identification goals were to provide anonymity for the institution providing the corpus, surrogate practitioner names would need to be drawn from a more generic universe. The extent to which hybrid surrogate generation strategies may achieve multiple de-identification objectives should be investigated.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a HIPS approach to obfuscate residual identifiers in de-identified natural language clinical documents. Our study, with real readers of real clinical text, suggests that HIPS has the potential to significantly reduce detection of residual identifiers. If the results of our study hold when used in conjunction with high-performing de-identification systems, HIPS may yield a 10-fold reduction in the risk of disclosing residual identifiers in otherwise de-identified clinical text compared with traditional redaction approaches. Such a reduction would yield effective de-identification rates well above 99%, far surpassing efficacy levels attained by manual methods and the best automated systems evaluated in competition. In addition, our research suggests several intuitive improvements to surrogate identifier generation that may improve obfuscation of person names.
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